Davis tm) is not only a noteworthy indication of this interest, it is also widely acknowledged as one of his most important texts.
The ensuing question that I wish to pursue in this article is this: How are Heidegger's trenchant ethnocentrism and his profound interest in East-West dialogue related? While neither can be wholly confined to one or another period in his thought, I will show how, starting in the late 1930s, Heidegger begins to recover from the most ethnocentric period of his thought, and how he starts thinking of his reflections on the Western history of being as a preparation for what in 1953 he came to call "the inevitable dialogue with the East Asian world [das unausweichliche Gespräch mit der ostasiatischen Welt]" (ga 7: 41/qct 158).
ONTO -HISTORICAL E THNOCENT RISM : 1930S AND BE YOND
The recently published Black Notebooks further reveal both the depth of Heidegger's entanglement with National Socialism in 1933-34 -with his attempt to develop a "metaphysics of Dasein" into a "metapolitics 'of' the historical people [Metapolitik 'des' geschichtlichen Volkes]" (ga 94: 124/91, em; see also 115-16/85) 2 -and the intensity of his efforts to disentangle his own unrealized vision of a "spiritual National Socialism being into rootlessness (Bodenlosigkeit) and machination (Machenschaft) first occurs in the Black Notebooks in 1938 (ga 95: 97), 4 several years after he had distanced himself from the actual Nazi movement, and continues into the mid-1940s (see esp. ga 95: 326, 339; ga 96:-46-47, 56-57, 133, 243, 261-62; ga 97: 20, 159). 5 The recent discussions of the Black Notebooks have been rather restrictively focused on a dozen or so passages containing disparaging remarks about Jews and "Judentum." 6 This critical focus is understandable, of course, given longstanding debates regarding how to view the relation between Heidegger's thought and his affiliation with Nazism, and given the absence heretofore of hardly any evidence that the anti-Semitism he occasionally displayed in personal and professional correspondence, not to mention in his actions as rector, played a role in Heidegger's thought itself. 7 Although this new evidence demonstrates a more entwined relation between Heidegger's anti-Semitism and aspects of his thought than previously known, I think it would go too far to say that what Peter Trawny aptly calls a seinsgeschichtlicher Antisemitismus inextricably contaminates (kontaminiert) the core of all Heidegger's thinking during these years, much less his thought before and after this time period. 8 It seems to me more apt to say that in these passages from the Black Notebooks Heidegger experimented with linking his critique of the rootlessness, machination, and technological calculation that for him defines Western modernity to certain anti-Semitic stereotypes, tropes, and conspiracy theories that pervaded not just Nazi Germany but also much of the Western world at the time. To be sure, this was a reckless and culpable experiment, especially given what we know of the ghastly outcome of anti-Semitism in Nazi Germany. And it is difficult to fathom why Heidegger allowed these passages to be published, without comment, as part of his Gesamtausgabe. For the historical record, perhaps, but then why not also, for a more complete historical record, clarify whether and why he ceased to hold these views after a certain date? In any case, as lamentable and condemnable as the seinsgeschichtlicher Antisemitismus expressed in these passages is, it is far from being the keystone of Heidegger's thought-path as a whole -and so not the Achilles' heel some polemicists would hope for.
However, a stronger case can be made against an ethnocentrism (or Volk-centrism) that pervades Heidegger's thinking more deeply, broadly, and for a longer period of time. What Trawny calls "the narrative of a German salvation of the Occident [das Narrativ einer deutschen Rettung des Abendlandes]" 9 might well be dubbed a seinsgeschichtlicher Ethnozentrismus, that is to say, an onto-historical ethnocentrism.
In the summer semester of 1933, Heidegger opens his first lecture course as the first Nazi rector of Freiburg University with the claim: "The German people [Volk] is now passing through a moment of historical greatness" (ga 36/37: 3/3). He goes on to argue that because the "ethnicity [Stammesart] and language" of the ancient "Greek people [Volk] " have "the same provenance as ours," there is a special philosophical and "spiritual-political mission of the German people [Volk]" (ga 36/37: 4-6/4-5 ).
10 To be sure, Heidegger stepped down from his official position as the rector of Freiburg University after only a year in office , and he became increasingly critical of Nazi politics from then on. Nevertheless, he continued to assert that there is a special worldhistorical role to be played by the Germans as "the people of poets and thinkers [das Volk der Dichter und Denker]." In a notebook entry from the early 1930s, Heidegger confidently proclaims: "The German alone can poetize and say being in an originally new manner [Der Deutsche allein kann das Sein ursprünglich neu dichten und sagen]" (ga 94: 27/21, tm). In an entry from the mid-1940s, Heidegger calls the Germans "the shepherds in the Occident [das Hirtentum im Abendland]" (ga 97: 51). And in a lecture course from 1943 he claims that "world-historical reflection can come only from the Germans, provided that they find and preserve 'the German'" (ga 55: 123).
Even when the Germans lose the war, Heidegger continues to assert that it is they, and they alone, who can save the Occident and indeed the entire Europeanizing world. At the end of the third and last of the Country Path Conversations (Feldweg-Gespräche), completed on 8 May, 1945, Heidegger writes of this date: "On the day the world celebrated its victory, without yet recognizing that already for centuries it has been defeated by its own rebellious uprising" (ga 77: 240/157). "The War decides nothing," he adds in a note; the devastation it entailed is just a surface phenomenon of the nihilistic "desertification" (Verwüst-ung) that is eating away at the heart of the Occident, that is to say, of the "abandonment of being" (Seynsverlassenheit) that corresponds to our own "uprising and refusal of attention to the belongingness in beyng" (ga 77: 242, 244/159, 160). The real decision, Heidegger tells us, is "whether the Germans as the central heart of the Occident fail in the face of their historically destined assignment and become the victim of foreign ideas" (ga 77: 244/160). "Nationalism" is in fact one of the "foreign ideas" -based as it is on "what is naturally given," and thus on the biological and racial -that Heidegger's Germans must reject if they are to recover their true spiritual essence as the people of poets and thinkers that "waits" in attentive correspondence with being (ga 77: 232-36/151-54).
Being or "beyng" (Seyn), in contrast to all the beings (Seienden) we normally concern ourselves with, in contrast, that is to say, to all the "necessities" of life with which we are generally preoccupied, is "the unnecessary" (das Unnötige). Being (or beyng) is not one being among other beings, but rather the appropriating event (Ereignis) that first opens up a world and so bestows meaning on beings and their relations. This bestowal, however, requires us as responsive recipients: "The unnecessary requires us and our essence like the sound … requires the instrument which gives it off" (ga 77: 237/155). Sein requires Dasein and, in particular it seems, German Dasein. We Germans, Heidegger's character says near the end of the third conversation, "must learn to know the necessity of the unnecessary and, as learners, teach it to other peoples" (ga 77: 237/155). The onto-historical ethnocentrism that pervades much of Heidegger's thinking, especially during this period, is in plain view here.
And yet, and yet … the third conversation does not quite end there. Rather, it -and thus the entire collection of Country Path Conversations -ends by quoting "a short conversation between two thinkers" from a "historiological account of Chinese philosophy," 11 a conversation, moreover, that concerns precisely "the necessity of the unnecessary" (ga 77: 239/156). Evidently, the "kindred ones" who will share "the burden of the teaching that learns" may after all include non-Germans and, specifically, East Asians. This remarkable reference to a passage from the Daoist classic Zhuangzi at the end of Country Path Conversations, and at the end of the war, is not, I think, an isolated aberration on Heidegger's otherwise ethnocentric path of thought. Rather, it bears witness to a significant countermovement within that path, a movement toward what he finally comes to call "the inevitable dialogue with the East Asian world" (ga 7: 41/qct 158). It is this aspect of Heidegger's thought-path -this movement beyond onto-historical ethnocentrism toward opening up a radically intertraditional dialogue with East Asia -that I wish to pursue.
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TOWA RD THE I NE V I TABLE DI ALOGUE W I TH THE E ASTERN WO RLD
Heidegger's interest in East Asia dates back to the 1920s, when a number of Japanese students and young scholars, including Tanabe Hajime and later Kuki Shūzō, studied with him in Freiburg and Marburg. At least by 1930 Heidegger was familiar with Martin Buber's 1910 edition of the Zhuangzi, chapter 17 of which he once referenced in a conversation in order to elucidate our being-with others. 13 In retrospect Heidegger expressed appreciation for the ability of the Japanese, as opposed to his fellow Europeans, to understand what he meant by "das Nichts" in his 1929 lecture "What is Metaphysics?" 14 But in the mid-1930s, during Heidegger's most ethnocentric period, he acknowledged no affinity for East Asian thought and he viewed "the Asiatic" (das Asiatische) in general as something that Europe needed to guard against. In a speech entitled "Europa und die deutsche Philosophie" that was given in Rome on April 8, 1936 Suzuki's Essays in Zen Buddhism. It turned out Heidegger had already read and was eager to discuss this book. Nishitani recounted to Graham Parkes "how Heidegger had given him a 'standing invitation' to come to his house on Saturday afternoons to talk about Zen." 18 Nishitani also told Ban Kazunori that he had often been invited to the Heidegger residence, where he "explained quite a lot about the standpoint of Zen to Heidegger." He even said that, after taking meticulous notes, "Heidegger would himself repeat these ideas in his lectures, only without mentioning Zen!" 
Davis
Even though Heidegger's interest in East Asian thought was thus clearly on the rise since the end of the 1930s, a significant reference to it did not appear on the surface of his texts until 1945 when, in the final pages of Country Path Conversations, he quotes the Zhuangzi. But this conversation remained unpublished until 1995. Publicly, Heidegger broke the silence on his longstanding conversation with East Asians and East Asian thought with another text written in the form of a conversation. In the mid-1950s, occasioned by a visit from Tezuka Tomio, and on the basis of his conversations with numerous other Japanese scholars and philosophers over the years, Heidegger composed "From a Conversation on Language: Between a Japanese and an Inquirer" (ga 12: 79-146/owl 1-54, tm). It is not difficult to surmise the need Heidegger felt to compose this particular text in the form of a dialogue; it is, after all, a dialogue concerned with the very possibility of dialogue between two radically different traditions, two radically different languages or "houses of being."
I would like to suggest a special connection between Country Path Conversations and "From a Conversation on Language." It is fitting that he chose to write these two texts in the form of conversations, since both texts evince the arc spanning the twin dialogical orientations of Heidegger's thinking. 21 On the one hand, Heidegger clearly developed his thinking in dialogue with those whom he considered to be the great thinkers of the Western tradition, and especially with the Greeks. With the possible exception of Hegel, no other Western philosopher has so thoroughly engaged in a dialogue with his predecessors. On the other hand, as Rolf Elberfeld notes, "Heidegger is the first great European thinker … whose entire path of thought has been accompanied by dialogues with Asian philosophers." 22 Indeed, on several occasions Heidegger himself suggested that his lifelong dialogue with the Western tradition is to be understood as a preparation for dialogue with East Asian thought. His hermeneutical engagements with the Western tradition were not meant to hermetically seal us up within it, but rather to open up the possibility of a more radical, originary, and perhaps inceptual dialogue with non-Western traditions, those of East Asia in particular. To the organizers of the first conference held on this theme, in 1969 Heidegger wrote: "Again and again it has seemed urgent to me that a dialogue take place with the thinkers of what is to us the Eastern world."
23 Yet, at the same time, this urgency is tempered by Heidegger's insistence that "the dialogue with the Greek thinkers and their language … remains for us the precondition of the inevitable dialogue with the East Asian world" (ga 7: 41/qct 158). The step outward into dialogue with the East requires Westerners to first step back through a dialogue with the Greek origins of their own thinking. Heidegger never wavers from insisting on this precondition. Nevertheless, the step back through a dialogue with the Greeks increasingly comes to be seen as a step on the way to an inexorable East-West dialogue.
What I am calling the arc spanning the twin dialogical orientations of Heidegger's thinking -the arc that extends back to the Greeks and then over to East Asia -is clearly at issue in "From a Conversation on Language between a Japanese and an Inquirer." Let me suggest how it can also be found expressed in Country Path Conversations. All three of the conversations that make up this book reflect on the Western provenance of the problem of willful technological thinking. The first conversation aims to retrieve and rethink a one-word fragment from Heraclitus, but in the background can be discerned the unmistakable influence of the Daodejing. 24 The second conversation ends with the arrival of an enigmatic "guest," who, on account of his ability to listen "with such courteous anticipation," is said to be "the guest par excellence" (ga 77: 180/117). The guest is said to have brought a picture to the Tower Warden (ga 77: 169/109), a picture that "unsettles" the Teacher as something "wondrous" to be "solved," but which the Tower Warden says is something "strange" that "hints back into itself" (ga 77: 163-64/105-6; 188/122). Is this perhaps a Japanese guest, who brought with him a picture that shows how "the ruling world-picture of the natural sciences and technology" (ga 77: 193/126) has spread from Europe across the globe? Or does the picture from Japan perhaps intimate rather a non-technological form of art? Or, as suggested by Heidegger's later comments on Kurosawa's 1950 film Rashōmon in "From a Conversation on Language" (ga 12: 99/owl 16), might it even be a picture from Japan that does both at once? In any case, surmising that the guest is from East Asia is enhanced by the fact that the third conversation ends with the Older Man retelling a story from the Daoist classic Zhuangzi to help illuminate the "necessity of the unnecessary" (ga 77: 239/156). In sum, we might venture to interpret the course of these three conversations as demonstrating a step back through the Western tradition that enables a step outward toward dialogue with East Asian traditions.
LESSONS AND L IMI T S OF HÖLDERL I N 'S HOMECOM I NG TH ROUGH THE FOREI G N
Hölderlin plays a crucial role in Heidegger's Greco-Germanic Seinsgeschichte, and thus in the onto-historically ethnocentric current of this thought-path; he is the poet of poets who, in dialogue with the thinker, will purportedly show Germans, and hence Westerners, and hence the whole world, how to leap into another inception beyond the technological end of the Western history of metaphysics. 25 What role does he play in that other current of Heidegger's thought-path that we have been pursuing, which ultimately leads outward toward an intertraditional dialogue with East Asia? To begin with, it was Hölderlin who taught Heidegger that "the free use of one's own [ Yet it is questionable whether Heidegger's reading of the poetic project sketched in Hölderlin's letter provides a path toward a genuine intertraditional dialogue, and especially one that would exceed the orbit of the Greco-Germanic European tradition. Let The journey to the foreign is thus undertaken for the sake of "becoming at home in what is one's own," for the sake of learning "the free use of one's own." In a footnote, Heidegger acknowledges the question of whether the "law of historicity [das Gesetz der Geschichtlichkeit]" poetized by Hölderlin -the law according to which "spirit is not at home at the beginning" and so needs to pass through "colony" in order to appropriate its own homeland -is clarified or obscured by reference to "the unconditional subjectivity of the German absolute metaphysics of [Hölderlin's friends] Schelling and Hegel, according to whose doctrine the very being-in-itself of spirit requires its return to itself, which in turn presupposes its being-outside-itself" (ga 4: 90n/173n2). While Heidegger presumably wants to argue that drawing this connection obscures rather than clarifies Hölderlin's thought, he evades or postpones making this argument and merely says that this "question is best left for further reflection" (ga 4: 90n/173n2); Heidegger also raises, but barely responds to, this question in ga 53: 158/126-27. We are reminded of a comment by Gadamer, who was otherwise much more sympathetic Davis to Hegel than was Heidegger: "Hegel's dialectic [of a self-othering and self-recuperating spirit] is a monologue" rather than a dialogue, which requires a genuine openness to what the other has to say.
27
The question is whether the "law of historicity" that Heidegger gleans from his reading of Hölderlin is the only legitimate manner of intercultural dialogue. Is there not rather a whole spectrum of legitimate ways in which someone can relate to two or more cultures, languages, and traditions? Heidegger's reading of Hölderlin provides us with one possibility, a possibility that is in some respects quite edifying and compelling, but in other respects rather questionable. Specifically, we need to critically ask whether Heidegger's reading of Hölderlin provides a model for intercultural or intertraditional dialogue that is open to a creative transformation of one's horizons, or whether it only ever sees the journey into the foreign as a way of distancing oneself from one's native land so that, having supplemented one's natural endowment by learning from the foreign, one can then proceed to the ultimate aim of returning home capable of a "free use of one's own. It would seem, at least, that the other land is not respected as the land of the Other insofar as it is treated as "colony." Moreover, could not an initially foreign land become the site of a new homestead, the site of a new individual beginning or even the site of another historical inception for a community? At the other end of the spectrum from homecoming through the foreign, emigration/immigration -such that what was once a foreign land becomes not a colony, but a new homeshould not be ruled out of the range of possible outcomes of an encounter with another land and its initially foreign tradition. Yet it seems that emigration/immigration would be outlawed according to "the law of historicity" Heidegger's gleans from his reading of Hölderlin.
Heidegger says that what Hölderlin teaches us (and by "us" is meant here specifically, though not only, the Germans of 1942) is first of all that "the relation to one's own is never a mere self-assured affirmation of the so-called 'natural' or 'organic'" (ga 53: 179/143). It is only by way of journeying to the foreign and, moreover, harboring the foreign as "guest," that is, as "the presence of the unhomely in the homely," that the homeland can be appropriated. "The guest makes the thinking of the homely into a steadfast remembrance of the journeying to the foreign (to 'colony'). The appropriation of one's own is only as the encounter and guest-like dialogue with the foreign" (ga 53: 177/142). This is surely a significant critique of actual Nazism, and a bold teaching for Heidegger to deliver in this lecture course of 1942. We still have much to learn from it today. But it is not clear that Hölderlin, much less Heidegger, has broken free of the orbit of an always self-returning dialectic of spirit, insofar as the foreign would be treated as colony, and as a means for homecoming, and furthermore insofar as Greece is taken as the inception of the tradition to which Germany belongs, so that the journey that brings this guest back home would be a recuperation of one's own estranged origin more than an encounter with a radical other. 28 All the more significant, therefore, are the implications of interpreting the guest who arrives at the end of the second of the Country Path Conversations as an East Asian. The journey to, and the welcoming of a guest from, a land outside the orbit of the Western tradition introduces, to be sure, a more enigmatic set of questions; but it also inaugurates a more radical and potentially more radically transformative kind of intertraditional dialogue.
HESI TANT OPEN I NGS TO R ADIC AL E AST-WEST DI ALOGUE
Heidegger sometimes advances toward and sometimes steps back, or perhaps shrinks back, from "the inevitable dialogue with the East Asian World" -and sometimes in the same text. In the 1966 Spiegel interview, for example, moments after having said, "and who of us can decide whether one day in Russia and in China ancient traditions of a 'thinking' will awaken which will help enable human being to have a free relationship to the technical world" (ga 16: 677/mhns 61), Heidegger pulls back and proclaims that "any reversal of the modern technological world can only occur from out of the same location in which it arose, and … cannot happen by means of an adoption of Zen Buddhism or other Eastern experiences of the world" (ga 16: 679/mhns 62). He then goes on to say that "When [the French] begin to think, they speak German," and affirms that the Germans have a special task in the transformation of thinking "in the sense of the dialogue with Hölderlin" (ga 16: 679/mhns 63).
In the 1947 "Letter on 'Humanism,'" however, Heidegger says that when he spoke of the "homeland" at issue in Hölderlin's elegy "Homecoming," this is not a matter of patriotism or nationalism, in fact it is not so much about returning to Germany as it is about returning to the West. Furthermore, even the West is not thought regionally as the Occident in contrast to the Orient, nor merely as Europe, but rather world-historically out of nearness to the source [Nähe zum Ursprung]. … "German" is not spoken to the world so that the world might be reformed through the German essence; rather, it is spoken to the Germans so that from a destinal belongingness to other peoples they might become world-historical along with them. (ga 9: 338/257)
In the space of the ellipses of this quote is where Heidegger says that "we have still scarcely begun to think the mysterious relations to the East that have come to word in Hölderlin's poetry." The question is, insofar as Eastern nations belong to the world but not to the West, how they might become world-historical along with the nations of the West. Presumably they have their own ways of dwelling "near to the source. In a foreword written for the Japanese translation of one of his essays in 1968, two years after his wavering in the Spiegel interview, Heidegger affirmed that a dialogue between a "transformed European thinking" and Eastern thinking "can assist in the endeavor to save the essence of the human from the threat of an extreme technical calculation and manipulation of human Dasein" (ga 16: 695). And so, the inevitable and even urgent dialogue with the East Asian world would, in the end, play a world-historical role in the turning from the Ge-stell to a more authentically human dwelling near the source.
E AST-WEST DI ALOGUE W I THI N THE MONOLOGUE OF L ANGUAGE
Yet this returns us to the most vexing question: How would such a radical East-West dialogue be hermeneutically possible? Insofar as, according to Heidegger, it is the kinship between the German and Greek languages, along with the entire legacy of the Greek inception of metaphysics, that allows the journey (back) into the (semi-)foreign world of the Ancient Greeks, on what grounds would a dialogue with an utterly non-Western tradition such as those of China and Japan take place?
It is precisely this question that is addressed in Heidegger's "From a Conversation on Language between a Japanese and an Inquirer," which is what makes this such a crucial text in Heidegger's corpus. In that conversation Heidegger says that, if "language is the house of being," then "we Europeans presumably dwell in an entirely different house than do East Asians," such that "a dialogue from house to house remains nearly impossible" (ga 12: 85/owl 5, tm). A few pages later he tentatively speaks of the possibility that "European-Occidental saying and East Asian saying" could "enter into dialogue in such a manner that something sings which wells up from a single source" (ga 12: 89/8).
Let us approach this possibility of radical intertraditional dialogue by way of starting with Heidegger's interpretation of a line from Hölderlin on conversation (Gespräch). In an essay on Hölderlin from 1936, Heidegger interprets Hölderlin's line "Since we have been a conversation" to mean that "the being of humans is grounded in language" and that "this properly occurs only in conversation" (ga 4: 38/56). The conversation at issue here is not only that between humans, but first and foremost that between the poets and the gods: "it is precisely in the naming of the gods and in the world becoming word that authentic conversation, which we ourselves are, consists" (ga 4: 40/58). Heidegger stresses that this "always also signifies we are one conversation." "The unity of a conversation consists in the fact," he goes on to say, "that in the essential word there is always manifest that one and the same on which we agree, on the basis of which we are united and so are authentically ourselves" (ga 4: 39/57). What provides this unity underlying the plurality of voices in a conversation? To "be one conversation and to be historical … belong together, and they are the same," says Heidegger (ga 4: 39/57). Germans can speak to other Westerners, and they can converse with the texts of the ancient Greeks, because the Western tradition has unfolded as one long conversation. As Gadamer will later work out in his philosophical hermeneutics, we can understand the classical texts of the Western tradition ever anew because they belong to what he calls in the preface to Truth and Method "the historical tradition to which we all belong." 30 The "we" here indicates the readership Gadamer has first and foremost in mind, namely, those who have inherited what he calls, later on in the book, the "single horizon" 31 of the West. But how is it that "we" can read texts that don't belong to the horizon of the Western tradition? How can we engage not just in an intratraditional dialogue but in an intertraditional dialogue? 32 When Heidegger says that "essential thinkers always say the Same [das Selbe]" (ga 9: 363/275), does this include non-Western thinkers? What is the enigmatic selfsame region that would encompass such different horizons? Is there a language that includes all the houses of being; is there a house that includes all the languages of being; is there a language of languages?
In the essay "The Way to Language," Heidegger, taking up a suggestion from Novalis, claims that "language is monologue [die Sprache ist Monolog]" (ga 12: 254/owl 134). After all that has been said of the conversational nature of language, what does it mean to say that language is monologue? As paradoxical as this seems, we recall that Heidegger thinks conversation, Gespräch, as a gathering of language, indeed as logos in the sense of "the gathering toward the originally allunifying One" (ga 77: 224/145). We also recall that he says that "language speaks" (die Sprache spricht), and that humans speak only insofar as they listen and respond to this speaking of language (ga 12: 30/owl 210). Now, it is important to point out that this monological speaking of language is not simply a unilateral dictation from above; it calls for a human response (Entsprechung). To say that language is monologue, Heidegger writes, means that it speaks "lonesomely" (einsam), but this implies: "the same in what unites that which belongs together." What belongs together is the call of being and the response of the human, and together these are the monological conversation that is "the Saying" (die Sage) that is the speaking of language. "Saying is in need of being voiced in the word," and so needs the human voice. "But the human is capable of speaking only insofar as he, belonging to Saying, listens to Saying, so that in resaying it he may be able to say a word" (ga 12: 254/ owl 134). And what first of all must be listened to is the way in which language speaks most primordially as "the peal of silence" (das Geläut der Stille).
What is appropriated, the essence of the human, is brought into its essence through language, it remains appropriated over to the essence of language and the peal of silence. This appropriating occurs [Solches Ereignen ereignet sich] insofar as the essential unfolding What is demanded of us humans is that "we bear in silence the appropriating, initiating movement in the essential unfolding of language [die ereignende Be-wëgung im Sprachwesen zu er-schweigen] -and do so without talking about silence" (ga 12: 255/owl 135, tm).
In a supplementary note to the first of the Country Path Conversations, Heidegger suggests that it is in "true conversation" that "the unspoken" could be "purely kept, heeded" (ga 77: 159/104). In "The Nature of Language" he writes: "Perhaps the mystery of mysteries of thoughtful Saying conceals itself in the word 'way,' Dao, if only we let these names return to what they leave unspoken" (ga 12: 187/owl 92, tm). Putting these thoughts together, would it not be the case that it is precisely in radically intertraditional dialogue that the essential provenance of language could be most radically thought, or at least attended to in its silent withdrawal?
The engagement in the gathering of language that takes place in a true Gespräch "leads the speakers into the unspoken," that is, into "that realm and abode about which they are speaking" (ga 8: 182/178). That realm in this case would be nothing less that the selfsame origin, that is, what the "Conversation on Language" calls the "single source" (die einzige Quelle) of Eastern as well as Western languages and thought (ga 12: 89/owl 8). Heidegger's "Conversation on Language" ends with a conversation on silence and the role it plays in genuine dialogue (ga 12: 144/owl 52-53). 33 It suggests that a genuine dialogue -and especially one that would attempt to open up a conversation between different linguistic houses of being -must remain attentive to the depths of a shared silence. Only if the speakers learn to speak and listen to one another from out of, and back into, this silent origin of language, can they bridge the abyss that separates, and connects, the radically different traditions of East and West. Dialog (dialogue), apparently because, while the latter might be (mis)understood as a subsequent speaking that takes place between two subjects about something predetermined, the former can be understood as an originary gathering (Ge-) of language (Sprache) which first determines who is speaking and what is spoken about: "a conversation first waits upon reaching that of which it speaks. And the speakers of a conversation can speak in its sense only if they are prepared for something to befall them in the conversation which transforms their own essence" (ga 77: 57/37). Neither the term "dialogue," which implies a speaking across, nor "conversation," which implies a turning toward one another, is able to carry over into English the sense of Ge-spräch as a gathering of language or of speaking. Yet, in letting such terms resonate with the sense given to them through Heidegger's texts, we can also let them add something of their own. For example, the turning toward one another of "conversation" need not be thought of strictly in terms of "intersubjectivity," but can be understood as the convergence between the address of being and the response of human being, a response that always occurs by way of a conversation among human beings and a conversation with the texts of a tradition -and sometimes, at decisive times, a conversation between traditions, between Athens and Jerusalem, for example, or between the Presocratics and the thinkers of the Indian Subcontinent, or between Freiburg and Kyoto. In this way, translation can become "an awakening, clarification, and unfolding of one's own language with the help of an encounter with the foreign language" (ga 53: 80/65-66). While Heidegger in 1942 bemoans the fact that "both we [Germans] and the Japanese learn the Anglo-American language," and while we today should bemoan the hegemony of the English language in the oxymoronic "global village," we can agree with Heidegger that "a historical people is only from the dialogue [Zwiesprache] between its language and foreign languages" (ga 53: 80/65 
